since 1932

M-U-T-AUSTROCLEANER
ROAD SWEEPER
UNIVERSAL. AGILE. ACCURATE.
The perfect choice for clean roads.

www.m-u-t.at

The M-U-T-AUSTROCLEANER Road Sweeper proves itself on its high
reliability and accuracy in cleaning of cities, areas, kerbs or
construction sites, at the same time.

ADAPTABLE

The ergonomically and sturdy design in ideal combination with different
types of equipment, make the M-U-T-AUSTROCLEANER to one of
the best and most efficient cleaning vehicles on the global market.








EFFICIENT




The innovative and compact design enables an
extremely fast and flexible use of versatile
features.



 front brushes, slewing and telescopic for an
enlarged sweeping width
 side brushes with 3D-tilt adjustment
 high pressure washing-bar, fold-out in front
and (optional) telescopable
 hand-suction unit, especially for foliage and
catch pits
 additional water tank - entirely made out of
stainless steel - accurately adapted to the
vehicle conditions
 high pressure hose-reel with spray lance










CLEAN
 PM certified ()
 fine dust-free operations caused by a special air
circulation system for minimum environmental
impact - especially for the use in inner cities
 suction system for a maximum effect
 high efficient filter set
 High tightness due to the design of the
system
 special nozzles for fine dust moisten the
filthy particles for an ideal deposition in the
collection container - without any dust
loading outdoor (optional)

SAFE
 automatic locking of the lid
 increased operational safety, power efficiency
and smoothness due to latest electronics
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body size up to 12 m³ and more possible
stainless steel container for refuse
for two- to three-axle chassis
hydrostatic traction drive (optional)
sweeping operations possible up to -7° C
stainless steel water tank with capacity from
1.700l to 5.000l
fan power up to 30.000 m³/h
high pressure pump, with adjustable data of
performance, from 120 bar to 400 bar and
more
double protected water pump: against
dry run as well as overheating
integrated aperture for bulky goods
integrated foliage grids
washing facility for the container
rinsing facility for the fan
sound insulation for particularly noise
reduced operations, e.g. in the inner city
Industry X.0-capable - for an ideal digital
integration into the fleet
panels on the side can be used as a large
advertising space
minimum warranty of 2 years

M-U-T Multifunctional-Touch Display

HIGH PRESSURE

NEW

The new M-U-T ROTO-JET-UNIT (optional) ensures
perfect performance under the most difficult conditions:
 high pressure up to 400 bar
 water-capacity up to 7 m3 and more
(vehicle dependent)
 up to 30.000 m3/h fan power
 double-sided shifting
up to 400 mm

EXPANDABLE
M-U-T Visibility and Safety Packages
 camerasystem, up to 360° all-round visibility
 LED-all-round light
 numerous other options available
M-U-T EASY-WORK-Packages
 sweeping power unit on both sides
 high pressure washing-bar with rotating brush
 front disc brooms
 rear-suction system across the entire width of the vehicle
 telescopic high pressure washing-bar in front
 enlarged suction nozzles (construction sites)
 rotary-jet system at the rear part
 front feed brooms beneath the bumper
M-U-T Service Packages
 warranty extension up to 60 months
 care of vehicle fleet, incl. annual check
 servicepackage „M-U-T All In“

 central control
over superstructure
 simple operation of
all work steps
 individually
configurable:
e.g. in order to
allow a smooth
change of drivers
within the
association

ELECTRICAL
With M-U-T ELECTRIC (optional) into an
emission-free future: M-U-T- vehicles, which are
designed solely electrical, guarantee a much
higher economic efficiency and longer service
life, in comparison to the conventional drive
concept.
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M-U-T EXPERIENCES
FOR 90 YEARS
Thoughtful M-U-T-Design
Even axle load distribution during different loading conditions, concerted components and
variable configurability at the same time make the M-U-T-AUSTROCLEANER to the most
flexible road sweeper on the market. High system tightness due to the special design.
Labour Protection and Safety
Automatic locking of the rear part, good overview of the vehicle as well as optimum
lighting in the working area. Ergonomic design and low noise operations due to optimized
system design.
Economic Efficiency and high Availability
High flexibility caused by low tare weight, low-maintenance and long lasting structure: low
wear and tear because of the usage of stainless steel particles and just few moving parts.
Increased driving speed possible due to concerted components.
Convenience
Simple handling via the adaptable M-U-T-Multifunctional-Touch Display.
Industry X.0-capable - for an ideal digital integration into the fleet.
Variety of Models and Modularity
Different sizes of construction available, with adjustable data of performance - for different types of operations and customer requests. The wide range of additional equipment
in the scope of safety, environmental protection and convenience as well as diverse
attachments, allows an individual adjustment of the M-U-T-AUSTROCLEANER to the
required claims and tasks.
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